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raZZia's Tutorial on Key Generators Tools! For tools you need a minimum of debugger like SoftIce for Windows (hence WinIce), and a C compiler with Dos libraries. Content! In this tutorial I will show how to make a key-gen for Ize and Swiftsearch. The protection that these programs use is the well known Enter-Name-and-Registration-Number method. After selecting 'register', a window pops up where you can enter your name and your registration number. The strategy here is to find out where in memory the data you enter is stored and then to find out what is done with it. Before you go on make sure you configure the SoftIce dat file according to the PWD tutorial #1. Part 1: Scanline Swiftsearch 2.0! Swiftsearch is a useful little program that you can use to search on the web. I will explain step by step how to crack it. step 1. Start the program :) step 2: Choose register from the menus. You will now get a window where you can enter your name and your registration number. step 3: Enter SoftIce (ctrl-d) step 4: We will now set a breakpoint on functions like GetWindowText(a) and GetDlgItemText(a) to find out where in memory the data that we just entered is stored. The function that is used by this program is GetDlgItemTexta (trial and error, just try yourself :) so, in SoftIce type BPX GetDlgItemTexta and exit SoftIce with the g command. step 5: Now type a name and a registration number (I used razzia and 12345) and press OK, this will put you back in SoftIce. Since you are now inside the GetDlgItemTexta function press F11 to get out of it. You should see the following code: lea eax, [ebp-2C] : 
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TUTORIAL. A quick guide that shows how to use the main features of the Java Novel Generator. 1. Ready to start. When you start the application, you should find ...
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UIML language elements and structure. 2. Separation of ... This tutorial assumes that you are familier with Java AWT component names, attributes and layout. ... We want to put the message and button inside the dialog and arrange them vertically. ....
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A â€œschemaâ€� in DB2 refers to a qualifying name used to group objects together .... Click on the download for the Company database and save it to your z: drive.
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Feb 27, 2011 - We will set the label as follow: built in on le left, to be optimised on the middle ... computation time but can led to a dead end or calculation error.
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One mixes the two colors (blue and yellow) and the result is a green paste ... the cheeks, the eyebrows, the jaw, the eyes and below the nose. I also apply the ...
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In PSIM, load the schematic file â€œ1-ch dc-dc buck.psimschâ€� as shown below. As compared ... To compile the project, click on the icon on the Toolbar or select Project -> Build to build ... Go to File -> Load Program, and specify the .out file (in 
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Dec 1, 2007 - Movie Clips will not appear in the outputted frames. Tutorial and illustration by Peskimo www.peskimo.com. FLASH â€¢ INDESIGN â€¢ PHOTOSHOP.
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Mar 29, 2009 - We recommend that beginners follow the tutorial from top to bottom. ..... read like this: . . 
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background color property is then read from JavaBean container's parent container. 3. Build the bean. â€¢ Open Jdeveloper. â€¢ Create a new application. Right click ...
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